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Abstract 

Objectives: In conventional total knee arthroplasty (TKA), the distal femur valgus resection angle (DFVA) is decided 
either by measuring the specific resection angle for each patient on preoperative anteroposterior hip-knee-ankle 
(HKA) weight-bearing radiograph or using a fixed resection angle of five to seven degrees, when such facilities are 
not available. This study aims to measure the DVFA in TKA patients using preoperative HKA non-weight-bearing 
computerized tomography (CT) scanogram scout films and determine its relation with preoperative coronal plane 
lower-limb deformities. 

Methods: In this retrospective radiological study, various measurements were performed on bilateral, preoperative 
hip-knee-ankle CT scanograms of 73 knee osteoarthritis patients who had presented for total knee replacement 
surgery using a standard protocol. The angle between the femoral anatomical axis and femoral mechanical axis 
was measured as the femoral mechanical anatomical angle (FMAA), which corresponds to the surgical DFVA. The 
angle between the femoral and tibial mechanical axes was measured as mechanical femorotibial angle (MFTA). 
The correlation between FMAA and MFTA was studied. 

Results: The mean FMAA for the study group was 6.45° (range 3° to 11°, SD 1.17°). The MFTA for the study group 
ranged from 24° varus to 14° valgus.  The alignment was valgus in 14.4% (n=21), varus in 84.2% (n=123), and “0 
degrees” in 1.3% (n=2). With valgus coronal alignment taken as positive and varus as negative, the Pearson's 
correlation coefficient for MFTA with FMAA was r = −0.5183 (p<0.001), indicating that valgus knees tended to have 
a smaller FMA angle and varus knees tended to have a larger FMA angle. 

Conclusion: In the non-availability of individualized measurements, in primary TKA, we recommend setting DFVA 
as five degrees for valgus deformities, six degrees for mild/moderate varus deformities (MFTA <15°) and seven 
degrees for severe varus deformities (MFTA > 15°). 

        Level of evidence: III 
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Introduction

otal knee arthroplasty (TKA) is one of the most 
successful orthopedic procedures performed in 
patients with end-stage knee osteoarthritis for 

alleviating the symptoms and correcting deformity, with 
satisfactory long-term survival rates. Common causes for 
failure of TKA include aseptic loosening, malalignment, 
instability, and infection.1 Proper limb alignment and 
implant component positioning are critical to the long-
term survivorship of TKA.2 Incorrect mechanical alignment 
is related to early implant wear, loosening, and prosthesis 

instability.1, 3Proper mechanical alignment of the lower 
limb is achieved by appropriate bone cuts and soft tissue 
balancing. To achieve mechanical alignment, the distal 
femur and proximal tibia are cut at right angles to their 
mechanical axes.4,5  Postoperative alignment within a range 
of +/- 3 degrees )coronal “safe zone”) from the mechanical 
axis is aimed for, which is associated with better 
outcomes.2,6,7,8  However, some clinical studies could not 
correlate better alignment with  better implant 
survivorship on long-term follow-up.4,5,9,10 Despite the 
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controversy, one of the goals of conventional TKA is to aim 
for coronal “safe zone” postoperative lower limb alignment 
by reducing the outliers for postoperative mechanical axis 
correction.  This is achieved in TKA by time-tested 
conventional methods and, more recently, by assistive 
devices like computer navigation, patient-specific 
instrumentation, or robotics.11-13 

In conventional TKA using the mechanical alignment 
method, an intramedullary (IM) guide is used for 
performing the distal femoral cut. To achieve a distal femur 
cut perpendicular to the femoral mechanical axis, the distal 
femoral cutting guide over the IM guide is set to five or six 
degrees of valgus. This method assumes that the femoral 
anatomical axis is five or six degrees valgus in relation to 
the femoral mechanical axis, which may be appropriate for 
the majority of the patients.14,15 Using a fixed valgus angle 
may result in either mal-alignment of the femoral 
component or outliers in the correction of coronal plane 
deformity outside the acceptable range, in 10% to as high 
as 30 % of patients undergoing TKA.16-18 

Studies on healthy non-arthritic populations have found 
the angle between the femoral mechanical axis and femoral 
anatomical axis (FMAA) to be in the range of 5.1 to 5.8 
degrees.19,20 Ideally, pre-operative weight-bearing 
anteroposterior long leg Hip-Knee-Ankle radiographs 
(HKA-WBR) need to be done in each patient to determine 
FMAA, which can be used as distal femur valgus resection 
angle (DFVA) or valgus cut angle (VCA) for that specific 
patient. However, considerable variations in FMAA values  

 
 

in the knee osteoarthritis population have been noted. A 
review of the recent literature shows evidence in favor of 
patient-specific DFVA with a significant decrease in the 
percentage of postoperative outliers for mechanical axis 
correction [Table 1]. 

  In the Indian setup, many hospitals do not have facilities for 
HKA-WBR to determine preoperative patient-specific 
FMAA. Many surgeons rely on fixed FMAA/ DFVA/VCA 
values of either five or six degrees for all TKAs. While 
weight-bearing lower limb radiograph is considered the 
gold standard, Computed tomography (CT) scanograms are 
also used to calculate FMAA. CT scanograms are quite 
popular, given lower radiation exposure, speed of data 
acquisition, and convenient supine positioning.11,21 CT 
values were reported to be more accurate and reproducible 
than the plain radiographs.21, 22 Previous studies in the 
Indian population using HKA-WBR have found wide 
variation in FMAA values ranging as low as 1.4 to as high as 
11.4 degrees, the mean varying from 5.9 to 6.9 degrees.17, 23 
Our study aims to assess the natural distribution of the 
FMAA in an Indian osteoarthritic population presenting for 
TKA, using preoperative supine CT scanograms and to find 
any correlation between FMAA and the preoperative lower 
limb coronal plane deformity as measured by mechanical 
femorotibial angle (MFTA). 

 

 

 

 
Table 1.Literature review of studies involving the measurement of FMAA / DFVA/ VCA 
  

Author,Year 
Country 

Number OA 
Knees / 
Patients 

Mean 
FMAA 

degrees 

SD Range 
(in degrees) 

Study 
method 

Recommended 
DFVA 

 

Other significant findings of 
study 

Kharwadkar, 
14  2005, UK 

83 patients  5.4° 0.9° 3.3 –7.6 CT Scan 
scout film 

Fixed FMAA 5 or 6° is safe for 
uncomplicated TKA 

Bardakos 16  
2007, USA 

174 Knees 
141 patient 

5.1° 1.4° 2 -10 Long leg 
radiograph 

Variable 
 

Atleast 30% outliers for VCA < 
5° or > 6°, VCA varies with hip 
offset 

Deakin 30 
2012, UK 

174 knees   5.7° 1.2° 2 -9 HKA-WBR  Variable FMAA varies with sex and 
preoperative MFTA  

Rezende 29 
2013, Brazil 

99 knees 
66 patients 

6.05° 1.3° 3 -9 HKA-WBR Variable 19.7% outliers for FMAA 5 or 6 
degrees 

Mullaji 23 
2013, India 

503 knees 
393patient 

6.9° 1.6° 7.6 -11.4 HKA-WBR  Variable Preoperative deformity has 
significant correlation to VCA 

Costa 15 
2014, Brazil 

107 knees 
79 patients 

6.3°  NA 4.2 -8.6 HKA-WBR  Fixed FMAA varies inversely with 
neck shaft angle. Mean coronal 
plane deformity (MFTA) was 
less. 
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Table1.Continued 

Jingjit26  
2014 Thailand 

80 knees 
50 patients 

6.46° 1.26° 4 -10 HKA-WBR Variable In 15%, FMAA either < 5° or > 
7°. VCA 7° recommended for 
varus deformity 

Curtin 27 
2014, USA 

250 knees 5.35°  NA 1-10 HKA-WBR Variable  Fixed resection angle could 
result in malalignment in 10% 
of patients. 

 Lee18   
2015, Taiwan 

952 knees 
526patient 

7° 2° 4-14 HKA-WBR  Variable DFVA outliers outside 5° + / - 

2° were 32% 

Meric 28 
2015, USA 

13,546 knees 5.7° 2.3° 1-16 CT Scan 3D 
Reconstruct 

Variable 13.8% outliers for DFVA  

Palanisami17 
2015, India 

227 limbs 5.9° 1.4° 1.8-10.7 HKA-WBR Variable VCA varies with offset, femoral 
bow & preoperative deformity.  

Present study,  
2022, India 

73 patients 
146 limbs 

6.45° 
 

1.2° 3-11 HKA-CTS Variable FMAA correlates with MFTA 

 

 

Materials and Methods 
The local research ethics committee was approached and 

considered that institutional review board approval 
(EC/NEW/INST/2021/1922) for this retrospective 
radiological study was unnecessary. The compliance with 
ethical standards in the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki was 
followed. All patients who presented to our institute with 
end-stage osteoarthritis for TKA between August 2010 and 
May 2018 and had undergone a preoperative hip-knee-
ankle CT scanogram (HKA-CTS) scout film of the lower limb, 
preoperatively, after informed consent, were included in this 
study. HKA-CTS was performed by a set protocol. The 
patient assumed a supine position with the feet internally 
rotated by five degrees (to bring the intercondylar line 
parallel to the plane of the detector). The scan table was 
raised so the vertical height positioning light was midway 
through the patient’s leg before entering the CT scanner 
(Siemens Somatom Definition AS) to obtain an HKA-CTS of 
both lower limbs. Antero-posterior scanning was performed 
from the highest part of the iliac crests to the feet, including 
the hip, knee, and ankle joints. These radiographs were then 
stored in the Synapse (Fujifilm) Picture Archiving 
Communications System, and the FMAA and MFTA were 
measured for each limb, respectively [Figure 1, Figure 2]. 

All angles and line measurements for the HKA-CTS were 
done using onscreen cursors by the lead author (PB). The 
hip, knee, and ankle centers were defined as the center of the 
femoral head, the apex of the intercondylar notch, and the 
center of the talar dome, respectively. The femoral head 
center was identified using the Mose circle.24 the line joining 
the hip and knee centers was defined as the femoral 
mechanical axis, and the line joining the knee and ankle 
centers were defined as the tibial mechanical axis. The 
femoral anatomic axis was described as a straight line 
joining the mid-diaphyseal path of the femur to the knee 
center. The FMAA was defined as the angle between the 
femoral anatomic and mechanical axes. The MFTA was 
defined as the angle between the femoral and tibial 
mechanical axes. The FMAA and MFTA were measured in 

146 lower limbs per the above protocol during the study 
period. 

On a randomly selected subset of 30 HKA-CTS, FMAA and 
MFTA were measured again by the set protocol on a 
different occasion by the lead author to determine intra-
observer variations, if any. On the same subset, the 
measurements were performed by another author (DK) to 
determine inter-observer variations, if any. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Preoperative CT Scanogram showing hip centre, knee centre and 
femoral mechanical axis, femoral anatomical axis and measurement of 
FMAA, in a patient undergoing bilateral total knee replacement surgery 
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Figure 2. Preoperative CT Scanogram showing the femoral mechanical axis, 
tibial mechanical axis and measurement of MFTA in the same patient 
 

 

Results 
    During the study period, 300 patients underwent TKA, 
among which 79 patients who had preoperative HKA-CTS 
were included. Six patients were further excluded for the 
following reasons: different race Afro-Caribbean (two), 
underwent visco-supplementation (one) or had surgery 
canceled due to nonmedical reasons (three). This left 73 
patients who underwent TKA (27 bilateral TKA) with 146 
HKA-CTS for final analysis. There were 44 women and 29 
men, with a mean age of 62.3 years (range 44–81 years).The 
mean FMAA for the study group was 6.45° (range 3° to 11°, 
SD 1.17°) [Table 2]. The 95% confidence interval of the 
sample was 6.26° - 6.64°. The median and mode for the 
cohort were six degrees.  The mean FMAA for the males and 
females were 6.48° + 0.82° and 6.43°+1.35° respectively. 
There was no statistically significant difference between the 
FMAA for males and females or between the right and left 
knees (P=0.15) (2 sample T-test). The FMAA variation 
followed a Gaussian distribution pattern [Figure 3].

 

 
 

                                    

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Histogram showing distribution of FMAA for study cohort 

The MFTA for the study group ranged from 24° varus to 14° 
valgus. The coronal alignment was valgus in 14.4% (n=21) 
and varus in 85.6% )n=125) )including two cases with “0” 
degrees) [Figure 4]. The visual analysis identified three sub- 
groups in MFTA measurements; cluster analysis further 
identified the boundaries of each sub-group; severe varus 
(16°-24°), mild/moderate varus (0°-15°), and valgus [Table 
2]. 
 The median FMAA was higher for the severe varus group 
(7.5°) and lower for the valgus group (five degrees) when 
compared to the mild/moderate varus group (six degrees). 
The proportion of patients having an FMAA greater than or less 
than the medial value of six degrees in each group varied, with 
the majority of the severe varus group having an FMAA of 
seven or eight degrees and the majority of the valgus group 
having an FMA angle of fewer than six degrees. With valgus 
coronal alignment taken as positive and varus as negative, the 

Pearson's correlation coefficient for MFTA with FMAA was 
−0.5183 (P<0.001), indicating that valgus knees tended to have 
a smaller FMA angle and varus knees tended to have a larger 
FMAA [Figure 5]. 
  The inter-observer comparison showed an intra-class 
correlation coefficient (ICC) of 0.898 for the FMAA and 0.972 
for the MFTA.  Intra- observer and inter-observer variations of 
FMAA varied within one degree in 29 and 28 HKA-CT, 
respectively. There was a variation of 2° in one intra-observer 
reading and two inter-observer readings for FMAA. Intra- 
observer and inter-observer variations of the MFTA angle 
were within one degree in 29 and 27 HKA-CT respectively. 
There was a variation of 2° in one intra-observer reading and 
two inter-observer readings for MFTA. One patient with severe 
varus knee deformity and knee joint subluxation showed an 
inter-observer variation of 3°. 

 

Table2. Limits, characters of the clusters, FMAA measurements and numbers in each 
subgroup for the study cohort 

MFTA 

Sub 

groups 

MFTA 

range 

Number 

of limbs 

Lowest 

FMAA 

Highest 

FMAA 

Median 

FMAA 

FMAA distribution 

(Numbers) 

< 6° 6° > 6° 

Varus 

>15° 

16 to 

24° 

14 6° 9° 7.5° 0 2 12 

Varus 

15° 

0 to 

15° 

111 4° 11° 6° 8 56 47 

Valgus  2 to 

16° 

21 3° 8° 5° 14 4 3 
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Figure 4. Histogram showing distribution of pre-operative MFTA for study cohort 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Correlation between FMAA and MFTA for study cohort 

 

DISCUSSION 
   Restoration of a neutral mechanical axis has been the long-
standing principle of TKA over the last four decades. The post-
operative alignment following TKA should be within three 
degrees of a neutral mechanical axis called the “coronal safe 
zone.”3,5,25 Although many studies have shown a weak 
relationship between coronal alignment and component 
survivorship,3,4,8,9 until further evidence suggests a more 
accurate method to determine the ideal postoperative 
alignment, a neutral mechanical axis should be considered as 
the “standard” and “aimed for” as the alignment target.4,25 
   Our study cohort, although comparable in size with earlier 
studies 14,15,26,27 but less compared to more recent 
studies,17,18,23,28,29 revealed many similarities with respect to 
wide distribution pattern, mean FMAA, and range, as well as its 
correlation with MFTA,  when compared to reviewed literature 
using various panoramic hip-knee-ankle (HKA-WBR/ HKA-
CTS) and CT imaging modalities, the salient features, and 
differences of which have been summarized [Table 1].  

   The mean FMAA in the current study was 6.45 (SD 1.2) with 
47.3% outliers to the “fixed DFVA rule” if we include all FMAA 
measurements of five and six degrees. These outliers will 
reduce to 32.9% if we include all limbs with FMAA 
measurements of six and seven degrees.  The “DFVA outliers” 
for the “fixed VCA rule” in other studies ranged from as low as 
10 % to as high as 32% of the study groups.26-29 All studies with 
either mean FMAA > 6 or a standard deviation ≥ 1.2 showed 
“significant outliers” to the “fixed DFVA rule” )five or six 
degrees) when data for both FMAA as well as SD were 
available. This observation holds good for all studies 
recommending a variable DFVA, except the study by 
Bardakos16 et al., where the mean FMAA was 5.6 degrees, and 
SD was 1.0. 
   The key finding in the current study is the relationship 
between FMAA and MFTA, despite the non-weight-bearing 
nature of supine HKA-CTS. Although Costa15 et al. did not 
observe this correlation, our study is in agreement with the 
previous studies17, 23, 30 which have recognized this significant 
correlation and have recommended rules of thumb for varying 
the DFVA.30 
Supine CT scanograms undertaken in the current study may 
not affect the FMAA, as the full-length femoral image is not 
affected by weight-bearing status. However, the supine 
preoperative coronal plane deformity may be 
underrepresented for the varus / valgus subgroups in the 
current study, considering a previous study by Brouwer31 et al.. 
They found an average of two degrees more varus deviation in 
the standing than in the supine position. Another study by 
Gbejuade32 et al.  Comparing weight-bearing radiographs and 
supine CT Scanograms found a good agreement in the 
mechanical axis between the two imaging modalities in non-
deformed knees. In cases of malaligned limbs, using a CT 
Scanogram led to under-detection of the malalignment 
compared to the “gold standard” HKA-WBR. 
   Despite this limitation of supine HKA-CT scout films, our 
study found a significant correlation between FMAA and 
supine preoperative coronal plane deformity, with increasing 
mean FMAA values from the severe valgus to severe varus 
deformity spectrum [Figure 5]. This assumes relevance for 
most surgeons worldwide performing conventional TKA, 
where facilities for pre-operative HKA-WBR, or HKA-CT, or 
navigation techniques do not exist.  With the growing evidence 
of literature supporting the use of variable DFVA for 
conventional TKA, the results of the current study do support 
the “rule of thumb” for the different subgroups recommended 
by Deakin30 et al. In the current study, the lower median FMAA 
for severe valgus group and higher median FMAA for severe 
varus group is in agreement with recommendations from 
earlier studies.23,26,30 
  A fixed valgus resection angle of five or six degrees was found 
safe in some studies,14,15 where the mean FMAA for the whole 
study group was either lower than 5.5 degrees in 
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uncomplicated TKA14 or when the mean preoperative coronal 
plane deformity was less than eight degrees for both varus and 
valgus subgroups.15  Our study revealed that the median FMAA 
and mode is six. Besides, the mean FMAA for the mild to 
moderate varus subgroup is six. This may explain why the 
recommended safe VCA of five or six degrees may be 
appropriate for uncomplicated TKA with mild to moderate 
deformities.14,15 However, the recommended fixed valgus 
resection angle of five or six degrees may not apply to TKA 
patients with severe varus ( MFTA   16°) or valgus 
deformities, who may be the outliers to the generally 
recommended five or six degrees valgus resection angle thumb 
rule for uncomplicated TKA. 
  Ranawat33 et al. have recommended adjusting the FMAA 
between three to five degrees while performing valgus 
deformity corrections during conventional TKA.33 As a thumb 
rule, the valgus resection angle should not be more than five 
degrees (the mean FMAA in the valgus subgroup) for valgus 
knees when preoperative FMAA and MFTA measurements are 
not available. 
  A bone cut of five, six, and seven degrees to the anatomical axis 
of the femur in the study population would fail to achieve a cut 
within the +/- one degree perpendicular to the mechanical axis 
of the femur in 44%, 21% and 20 % of the patients 
respectively. Considering the male and female subgroups of 
the populations, a bone cut of five, six, or seven degrees to the 
anatomical axis of the femur in the study population would fail 
to achieve a cut within the +/- one degree perpendicular to the 
mechanical axis of the femur in 43.1%, 13.8 % and 5.2% 
percent of the male subgroup and 44.31%, 26.13% and 
29.54% of the female subgroup respectively [Table 2]. 
   In the valgus group of 21 HKA-CT scanograms, a distal 
femoral valgus cut of four, five, and six degrees valgus to the 
anatomical axis of the femur would fail to achieve a cut within 
the +/- one degree perpendicular to the mechanical axis of the 
femur in 29 %,14% and 29% of valgus knees respectively. The 
median FMAA for this group is five degrees. 
In the mild to moderate varus deformity (0° to 15° varus) 
group of 111 patients, a distal femoral valgus cut at five, six, and 
seven degrees to the anatomical axis of the femur in this group 
would fail to achieve a cut within the +/- one degree 
perpendicular to the mechanical axis of the femur in 44.4%, 
16.21% and 11% of the individuals, with the median FMA 
angle of this group being six degrees. 
  In the severe varus deformity (16° to 24° varus) group of 14 
patients, a distal femoral valgus cut at six, seven, and eight 
degrees to the femoral anatomical axis would give a 
perpendicular bone cut to the femoral mechanical axis at 50%, 
86% and 86 % of the individuals, with the median FMA angle 
of this group being 7.5 degrees. 
   This analysis is likely to help the surgeons performing 
conventional total knee replacement arthroplasty to reduce 
the number of outliers for mechanical axis correction by 

preoperative planning on less expensive HKA-CTS scout films 
when facilities for more expensive, labor or time-intensive 
equipment like computer navigation, patient-specific 
instrumentation and robotics do not exist.13 
  Several limitations in this study must be acknowledged. This 
retrospective study captures radiological data on a supine 
HKA-CTS scout film in a predominantly South Indian ethnic 
population with end-stage osteoarthritis knees undergoing 
TKA in a hospital setting where facilities for the ‘gold standard” 
HKA-WBR were not available. One of the possible weaknesses 
of our study is that it does not measure the post-operative 
coronal plane lower limb alignment. Still, based on previous 
similar studies, 17, 34 it is expected that choosing the better 
DFVA resection for the femur will result in a better overall 
post-operative coronal plane deformity correction and a better 
long leg alignment.34 This study does not assess any correlation 
to functional or postoperative outcomes following TKA. The 
study by design is limited to TKA patients of Indian ethnicity. 
Hence, despite their similarities to previous studies, the results 
may not be fully applicable to other ethnic populations. The 
supine HKA-CTS measures two parameters, the FMAA and 
MFTA. Since FMAA is limited to the femur only, the effect of 
weight bearing may not affect its measurement. However, the 
coronal plane deformity (MFTA) may be underreported on the 
non-weight bearing HKA-CTS images. 
    

CONCLUSION 
    In conclusion, for the majority of knee surgeons performing 
primary TKA by mechanical alignment method, in the non-
availability of individualized DFVA measurements either pre-
operatively or intra-operatively, we recommend setting DFVA 
at five degrees for valgus deformities, six degrees for mild/ 
moderate varus deformities (MFTA  15°) and seven degrees 
for severe varus deformities. 
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